
 

 

Real Democracy Party (RDP) Application A 

for position of officer of a state chapter of the RDP 
 

Authorized to work on registration and/or certification of John Manimas as a write-in 

candidate in the state elections BUT NOT authorized to receive contributions or disburse 

expenses for the John Manimas Campaign. 

 

Application requests identifying information similar to the same disclosed by John 

Manimas on the RDP website.  Applicant may submit the requested information in a 

letter, email message or similar paper or electronic file format. 

 

Name: ________________________________________________ 

 

Date of birth: ___________________________________________ 

 

Place of birth: ____________________________________________ 

 

Current permanent residence: ______________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Postal address if different from location of residence:   

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phone and email contacts: _________________________________________________ 

 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please add a statement of your interest(s) and education, experience, employment. 

Please sign the pledge to serve the original purposes of the Revolution by Vote. 



 

 

 

Pledge to Serve the Original Purposes of the Revolution by Vote 

and to avoid any distortion of or harm to the original principles and plan to provide voters 

with an alternative to vote in favor of retiring the two-party system and enacting elections 

reforms in support of a multi-party system that would enable competition among many 

political parties and many political platforms: 

 

I, ________________________________________________  born in the United States  

 

of America on ________________________________, do solemnly pledge to abide by  

 

the rules and principles of the Real Democracy Party, and to provide honest service to the 

goals and project of the Revolution by Vote.  I pledge and promise that I will not 

endeavor to modify the original principles, project or plan of the Real Democracy Party, 

and I pledge or promise to avoid any distortion of or harm to the original principles and 

plan to provide voters with an alternative to vote in favor of retiring the two-party system 

and enacting elections reforms in support of a multi-party system that would enable 

competition among many political parties and many political platforms.  I fully 

understand that I have not surrendered any of my personal freedoms protected by law, 

and I am free to resign or withdraw from participation in the Real Democracy project at 

any time.  My pledge stated herein does not obligate me to provide any financial support 

or any specified labor other than the legal and supportive labor I choose to provide 

voluntarily in order to advance and accomplish the Revolution by Vote. 

 

 


